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Fresher Styles for Web Designers focuses on 
how these innovative approaches can be 
practically incorporated to improve any site – 
whether commercial or personal. Each of ten 
different “styles” of web design is explored  
in detail, along with a wealth of techiniques for 
implementing each one. And while you might 
think these styles are useful only for the 
occasional avant garde artist’s site, you’ll find 
examples of corporate sites that are already 
successfully using these groundbreaking 
approaches.
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Fresher Styles for Web Designers focuses on how these 
innovative approaches can be practically incorporated  
to improve any site—whether commercial or personal.  
Each of ten different "styles" of web design is explored in  
detail, along with a wealth of techiniques for implementing 
each one. And while you might think these styles are  
useful only for the occasional avant garde artist's site,  
you'll find examples of corporate sites that are already 
successfully using these groundbreaking approaches.




